
Daytona Milton Keynes Inkart Championship 2012 

Round six: 

This round was the half way point of what has so far been a thrilling Championship. Last month produced some 

classy racing with some outstanding displays, and going into the second half of the Championship all drivers 

were aiming to get the smallest advantage possible! 

Juniors; Heat one: 

Erratic weather conditions meant that the first Junior heat of the day was going to be an interesting spectacle and 

it certainly lived up to its billing. An incredible five drivers were fighting it out for the chequered flag and it was 

really all going to come down to who could hold their nerve! From the off, James Ives was the man to look out 

for starting on pole and driving with supreme confidence, he was not willing to give it up easily and despite 

some serious pressure from Owen Pearce, he managed to fend off the competition by 0.608 of a second! 3
rd

 

place saw a fantastic tussle between three drivers and it was Sam Barclay who just managed to pip Ryan Ould 

and Dan Bull to some invaluable points; all three drivers were just 2 seconds away from 1st place which just 

highlights the quality on display in heat one! 

Heat two: 

Heat two had a long way to go in order to match the wonderful exploits shown in heat one, but not only did it 

match the first heat – it blew it away! Three drivers were ready to fight all of the way to claim the chequered 

flag and what unfolded was some of the best racing the Championship had seen so far. Tom Harbottle started on 

pole, but Jamil Said and Ryan Ould were on his case for the entire heat. Giving their all to overtake Tom, we 

saw some gutsy moves, especially around the tight hairpin (turn 10) that often is the downfall of so many 

drivers; but not this time as Tom, Jamil and Ryan fought to the bitter end. It was anyone’s guess who was going 

to win it and coming into the last lap all eyes were on the front three to see who would take top spot. It was 

Harbottle who held his nerve and despite some great racing Jamil and Ryan had to settle for 2
nd

 and 3rd place 

respectively.  

Heat three: 

The last heat before the grand final and with the previous two heats giving us six different names in the top three 

places, no one was making any predictions this time around. The previous two heats winners started on pole 

position and were able to keep their composure, the question was could Mathias Read-Simpson make it a hat-

trick? Well as stated the previous two heats were incredible entertainment so surely the third heat would be a 

straight-forward affair with little to report, right? Wrong! This heat was even better than the previous two. 

Mathias was aiming to complete the pole-chequered hat-trick but Dan Bull and Robert Greenhough were 

definitely in no mood for sentiment and placed serious pressure from the green flag until the very end. None of 

the three were willing to give in and it everyone was wondering who would be the first to slip. The answer was 

in fact none of them were. When the start marshal was ready to brandish the chequered flag everyone was still 



none the wiser as to who was going to win, but Mathias navigated his way around the last turn with ultimate 

professionalism and thumped the air in relief as much as pride when he received the chequered flag. Dan and 

Robert should be equally proud of their efforts......Especially when you consider that Robert finished 3rd and 

was only 0.972 of a second off the winner Mathias.  

The Grand Final: 

Well, if the heats were about the junior category as a collective group then the final will be remembered for a 

stunning two horse race. Owen Pearce and Dan Bull set out to win the final and they really did not allow any 

other driver to spoil the party. Jamil Said, a competent driver, finished in third but even he was over ten seconds 

behind the front two. Jamil can be proud of his efforts, but unfortunately for him he was up against a determined 

pair in Owen and Dan. Both drivers were bumper to bumper for the entire final and no one wanted to take their 

eyes off of the circuit in case they were to miss something. It was, however, Owen who managed to stave off 

Dan’s challenge and win the grand final. He may have only won by 0.372 of a second, but a win is a win and to 

win any final is a great effort. Dan had to settle for 2
nd

 place but had the small consolation of setting the quickest 

lap in the final with a 1:11:974. 

Lightweights:  

A nice sized grid of beginner drivers and regular Inkart competitors made for an interesting day’s racing and it 

was impossible to predict the outcome!  

Heat one: 

This heat was really dominated by one man’s persistence and self-belief. Daniel Truman may have started in 

third spot but it wasn’t too long until he was at the front of the line and he was not willing to give it up easily. 

With every lap he grew stronger and when it came to receiving the chequered flag he was a comfortable 5 

seconds ahead of 2nd place Daniel Bridgeman; Daniel B had a great heat himself, even finishing 10 seconds 

ahead of third place George Wilson, but unfortunately Daniel Truman was just too good to be stopped! 

Heat two: 

The second heat had a déjà-vu feeling to it, only this time it was the improving Alec Tucker who went from 3rd 

to 1st and held on until the end. Alec drove with excellent guile and was really never in danger of letting his lead 

slip. 2nd place was taken by Alexander Ready – a new driver to the championship who was keen to show every 

other competitor his ability; add to that a superb lap-time of 1:11:243 and I think it is safe to say people will be 

looking out for Alexander in future rounds. 3rd spot was captured by Jamie Bull who drove really well in order 

to fend off the chasing pair of Charlie Fenton and George Wilson.  

 

 



Heat three: 

So far so good! Now onto the third heat which is a good opportunity to build some confidence going into the 

grand final. It was clear from early on that this heat was going to be contested between three of our most 

experienced racers. Matt Cooley started 4th on the grid but he soon wriggled his way up the order with some 

sensible driving; one move at turn 7 was especially impressive over-taking two drivers at once with a brilliant 

dive on the inside! Matt, however, had to overtake another two drivers to get to first. Vaughan Roberts and 

Anthony Jordan were battling it out to get 1st place and it was Vaughan who started to pull away....but then it all 

changed! Going into the final lap it was Vaughan and Matt all the way, backwards and forwards, and it was 

really tense going into the final turn! Vaughan had the edge but out of nowhere Mr Cooley was ultra Cool (no 

pun intended) and drifted past Vaughan to cap a sensational drive and comeback! Vaughan’s disappointment 

was there for all to see, thumping the steering wheel in frustration as he crossed the finish line and Anthony 

finished 3rd to round off a great heat!  

The Grand Final: 

Daniel Truman showed his undoubted talent in heat one and he was ready to do it when it really mattered! There 

was a real battle developing between Daniel and Matt (the previous heat winner), but a collision with a new 

driver saw Matt drop down the order and miss out; there was some small justice as the driver who caused the 

collision was penalised in accordance with Daytona’s strict no bumping rules and it meant an end to their 

challenge also. Daniel was not going to let slip a now comfortable lead and he coasted to first place and the gold 

trophy! However, Matt’s poor luck was another driver’s opportunity and it was George Wilson who took it. 

Although not being able to really challenge Daniel, George showed some good technique to keep the 2
nd

 spot 

available and grab some precious points in the Championship race. 3rd spot went to Alec Tucker who will 

surely be delighted with a good day’s racing.  

Heavyweights:  

A solid turnout for the heavyweights meant we were sure to see some real fight out on the track for top spot. 

With the current standings very close, it was really all about who would deliver in a crucial round. 

Heat one: 

Not to be outdone, the heavyweights started in similar fashion to that of the lightweights. Chris Munro was 

placed 4th on the grid and clearly was not happy! Within 2 laps he was first and he was more than happy to keep 

it that way! Out driving the majority of the grid it was Chris who won the heat beating Andy Whymark to 1st 

place! Andy was comfortable in second and finished a clear 6 seconds ahead of Asad Riyasat who will be 

delighted with a 3rd place finish...Asad has been getting closer every month and this month he got his rewards 

for some superb endeavour and persistence! 

 



Heat two: 

Andy Whymark clearly was not happy with his 2nd place finish and starting from 8th on the grid, one would be 

forgiven in thinking Andy was a long shot due to the great talent on show in the heavies’ category. But Andy 

didn’t care about the others and from early on he was focused on the gold! Working his way up the grid with 

some superb driving, he was 2nd, just behind Tom Daniels going into the last lap....the question on everyone’s 

mind was could Andy cap an unlikely victory or was the race just a lap too short? Well as the drivers 

approached turn 11 it was too close to call and the on looking crowd were in suspense as both drivers aimed for 

the start-finish line. Andy had worked so hard to get to 2nd and it was he who had the motivation to be number 

one taking the chequered flag just ahead of Tom. 3rd place was taken by Stuart Shearman who drove well, but 

this heat belonged to Andy Whymark! Great effort!  

Heat three: 

Finishing 1st after starting 8th is surely a one off? It can’t be done again....Or can it? Well obviously Andy 

Whymark didn’t get the memo as he this time managed to smash his previous efforts by starting in 13 th
 and 

began working his way up the pack....I dread to think what the other drivers were thinking when Andy started 

making his move! Andy didn’t care though and pretty soon he was in the same position as he was in the 

previous heat only this time it was Andy Barr who would lose out on top-spot as Andy hunted him down all of 

the way. Taking the chequered flag in the final heat and going into the final with two outstanding wins under his 

belt, Andy Whymark was installed as the bookies favourite to capture the final. Chris Munro, who started off the 

heats with the first win of the day, finished third.  

The Grand Final: 

After Andy’s stunning show it was going to take something special to overcome him in the grand final and it 

was going to be even harder as this time he started on pole and not 13
th

! However, one man obviously thought 

he could beat Andy and it was tense from the start.....After only one lap the lead had changed. In a Vettel style 

error (Canadian GP, 2011) Andy left a gap that was there to be taken and it was Chris Munro who seized the 

moment and stormed into the lead. It was now all down to Chris to stay at the top and keep the hungry 

Whymark off of his back. Both drivers were fighting all of the way, neither were willing to let it go and it was 

all going to come down to who was top when the clock struck 0:00. Well it was Chris who managed to be on top 

and he capped a superb final with a master class in how to be consistent and pragmatic. Andy Barr rounded up 

the three and this concluded a truly great day’s worth of Championship racing! 

Conclusion: 

A fantastic day to round off a great half of the season....so far not one driver can claim to be the best as we have 

seen so many twists and turns throughout that only highlights the true calibre of brilliance we have on show in 

this Championship. Here’s to a second half of a great and safe season!  

Kind regards, Graham Charters 


